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Abstract 
To solve the problems of existing informatization platform of CETDC, an experimental teaching interaction sub-
platform with SSH2 framework is designed and implemented which is guided by the software engineering 
development theory. The combination of some key technologies of layered modular architecture, AOP development 
method for non-functional concerns and dynamic system menus brings better maintainability and extensibility to 
software platform, reduces software investment cost, solves the problem that traditional software can’t adapt to the 
demand change of experimental teaching reform and achieves better practicability. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Overview 
With the development of information technology, the digital informatization of computer education is 
at the key and core position. For the change of social demand for talents, the education of students’ 
practice and innovation ability has become the focus of engineering talents cultivation in universities and 
colleges. While various experimental teaching reforms are consistently promoted in universities and 
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colleges, the construction of Experimental Teaching Demonstration Center will bring great changes to 
development of experimental teaching. 
For the Computer Experimental Teaching Demonstration Center (CETDC) as one of main modes for 
training computer talents, the informatization of resources at the center will be an important part of digital 
campus. Its goal is to integrate the experimental teaching resources of all departments and disciplines of 
the university, and to provide teachers and students with perfect experimental teaching digital resources 
and services. Through the platform teachers can publish or obtain various resources and students can also 
conduct self-learning and communication with others. At the same time, existing experimental 
management level will be improved and a solid foundation will be laid for further improvement of 
experimental teaching quality. 
After analyzing the problems of existing interactive software platform used in the experimental 
teaching in universities and colleges, the paper gives an example for experimental teaching interaction 
sub-platform based on SSH2 framework, which follows the software engineering technology theory. The 
paper also describes in detail the excellent features of the platform brought by the technologies of layered 
modular software architecture, AOP for non-functional concerns and dynamic system menus and provides 
sound theoretical method and practical exploration to further build the whole CETDC informatization 
platform. 
2. Existing Problems Analyzing  
In recent years, computer teaching in universities and colleges has laid more and more emphasis on the 
cultivation of students’ practical engineering ability and many efforts have been made to improve 
experimental teaching conditions. But considered from financial, manpower and material aspects, the 
investment in computer experimental teaching hasn’t been achieving satisfactory results for a long time 
when compared with practical effect and profit. 
Most of experimental teaching platforms in universities and colleges are outsourced from third parties, 
which feature higher software price and investment cost. However, the requirement design of outsourced 
platform often can’t meet the practical experimental teaching demand of the university, while to realize 
teaching management informatization, teachers are often forced to adapt to the functions provided by the 
platform and abandon new teaching means with well effect. With various experimental teaching reforms, 
some novel and tentative teaching means have been proposed, but they can’t be implemented on the 
existing platform. Software platform can’t adapt to the change demand for poor architectural extensibility 
and it is difficult to upgrade and maintain software. Otherwise the platform mainly focuses on static 
demonstration with poor dynamic interaction, which leads to many problems unable to be responded and 
solved in time. Thus some vicious cycles emerge, which makes teaching reform unable to be implemented 
smoothly and teaching effect unable to be improved effectively. 
In sum, the following problems exist commonly on the current computer experimental teaching 
platform: high investment cost, software platform unable to adapt to demand change, poor interactivity, 
hard to manage platform resources and maintain platform, etc., which have seriously hampered teaching 
reforms steps. 
The next parts of the paper will take the computer experimental teaching interaction sub-platform 
realized with SSH2 framework of J2EE system for example and discuss key problems for the extensibility 
and maintainability of software platform about how to adapt to the demand change of teaching reform. 
3. Computer Experimental Teaching Interaction Sub-platform 
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The computer experimental teaching interaction sub-platform is an important part of the CETDC 
informatization construction. It is a rapid channel for students and teachers to share and utilize resources 
and communicate information. So with the guidance of better theoretical system, rationality and 
availability design of the platform is of great importance. The sub-platform is designed on the basis of 
software engineering theory and realized with relatively mature Spring+Struts2+Hibernate(SSH2) 
framework of J2EE system. To guarantee the integrity of software platform, the design and 
implementation of Non-Functional Concerns(NFCs) required for the system is fully considered, which 
ensures the extension of system’s service lifecycle in the aspect of extensibility and maintainability. 
In the following, several key problems related to the design of software platform will be studied and 
discussed instead of describing the functional system component for requirements, such as how to realize 
extensible and maintainable software system, how the system platform can adapt to the demand change of 
various teaching reforms, etc. 
4. Layered Modularity 
The experimental teaching interaction sub-platform is implemented with SSH2 technology. To achieve 
more modularity, this sub-platform is adapted an expanded Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture[1].
It is divided into five layers including representation layer, control layer, persistence layer, business layer 
and entity layer, as is shown in figure 1. 
Figure 1 system layer structure 
It can be seen from figure 1 that the five layers of the sub-platform is clearly divided. In each layer the 
efficient component modules are managed by corresponding framework, while the design between layers 
adopts a kind of interface-oriented programming[2], which is favorable to realize decoupling of layer 
module. Thus, the sub-platform has achieved some reusability and maintainability that can be applied to 
common demand change in practical experimental teaching reform. 
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4.1. Representation Layer 
In the traditional JSP Web development, many business logic scripts may be inserted in JSP page code. 
Although the realization method is intuitive and flexible, it is inadvisable in the aspect of both code 
reusability and system maintenance. In fact, for the influence of traditional design method, it is not easy to 
fully separate page code from business logic modular. Although various framework component 
technologies are continuously improved, some designs still need establish a coupling relation between the 
parameter data of representation page and business logic. Therefore, to further “refine” page design, the 
sub-platform design uses Struts2 label and Object-Graph Navigation Language(OGNL) to realize 
parameter transfer between representation layer and business logic layer. 
For example, in the design of identity selection login representation layer of the sub-platform, sample 
codes are as follows: 
<s:actionerror /> 
<s:form action="login"> 
<s:select name="role"  
list="#{'1':'Teacher','2':'Student','3':'Administrator'}"label="Your Status">
</s:select>
<s:textfield name="username" label="Username" /> 
<s:password name="password" label="Password" /> 
<s:textfield name="vercode" label="Auth-code" value="Input…case-insensitive " /> 
<s:submit value="Login" /> 
</s:form> 
In the description of the codes, <s:> label is struts label, which can effectively avoid embedding Java 
scripts into JSP page, improve page readability and realize the separation of representation layer from 
business layer; OGNL expression language can dynamically bind the data of representation layer with its 
source and obtain necessary data directly from data access layer and entity layer, which can not only 
realize the separation of JSP page tags from code behind at the representation layer but also can bind data 
with class attribute of object layer for automatic synchronization of modification and display. For example, 
the method of generating Map variable with OGNL is used in the case and the attribute of object layer can 
be accessed directly with expression language. In reverse, the Map variable generated with expression 
language adopts key-value pair mode, namely the part shown with bold italic codes above. For the Map 
variable generated, key is 1, 2, 3 and value is Teacher, Student or Administrator. User can see three 
options Teacher, Student or Administrator from the dropdown menu of the page while corresponding key 
is transferred when submitted to LoginAction so that action can call business logic for operation. 
4.2. Control Layer 
Control layer is mainly managed by Struts2 framework[3] and is in charge of receiving user’s response 
from the page of representation layer, calling corresponding business logic functions, returning a result as 
logic view after the business logic is executed and feeding back true result view to users according to the 
mapping of logic view and physical result view in struts.xml. In fact, this layer is also based on MVC 
processing mode and as a controller with Struts2, so that we call it control layer. In practical, a business 
function may contain several NFCs. For example, just the function module of user login may have 
following NFCs, such as right authentication, input validation, verification code, page decorator, database 
access, logging, exceptions, etc. During the implementation of business functions, some non-functional 
logics may be tangled into the code. When implementing platform, all NFC logics are considered as 
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independent aspect modules. At the same time execute() method is also separated from corresponding 
action logic. When they are called in the system, they are injected into business action logic in Aspect-
Oriented Programming(AOP)[4] and Inversion of Control (IoC) mode to realize proper business functions, 
which can improve the reusability of aspect module and facilitate the maintenance of aspect code. 
4.3. Persistence Layer 
The persistence layer of the system platform mainly uses Hibernate technology[5], which is one of main 
tools of Object-Relation Mapping(ORM) and can eliminate the need for developers to care about the 
processing logic of underlying relational data model in the process of development, such as how to write 
particular SQL statements, how to create database connection, how to release connection resources, etc. In 
view of the system’s adaptability to demand change, we hope platform software can synchronize with the 
new demand of teaching reform whenever possible, so the system adopts the method of combining 
Hibernate and DAO design pattern[6] in the aspect of layer decoupling and extensibility so as to provide 
greater flexibility to the system persistence. For example, when ORM tool is replaced by other tools such 
as iBatis, it can be ensured that business logic layer and representation layer will not be affected in any 
way as long as the method name of DAO layer doesn’t change; in addition, Hibernate is hosted by Spring 
in the practical implementation so that the system will not be paralyzed even if the implementation of any 
layer of the architecture changes, which will greatly facilitate the system maintenance. 
4.4. Business Layer 
The business layer of the system platform realizes the integration of control layer and persistence layer 
mainly with the integration function of Spring container. In fact, the business integration mode of the 
system determines the general maintainability, interface-oriented programming and configurability of 
XML document. AOP and IoC provided by Spring improve the reusability of system’s aspect code and 
makes Spring able to integrate the system in a more flexible way. 
In traditional MVC mode, specific class shall be used to instantiate objects. When the implementation 
class changing, all classes citing the implementation class must be changed too. Interface-oriented 
programming is used between layers of the system in development. Therefore, the system adds an 
interface layer by extraction method on the basis of original implementation class. For example, the 
implementation class of the administrator service interface IAdminService in the system is defined as 
follows: 
<bean id=”admintarget” 
class=”com.teastusystem.service.spring.AdminServiceSpringImpl”>
<property name=”adminDAO” ref=”adminDAO”/> 
</bean>
We can know from the above short configuration document codes that Spring container can inject 
adminDAO into AdminServiceSpringImpl as the interface proxy of the implementation class of business 
logic layer as long as setter method of adminDAO is provided in AdminServiceSpringImpl. Spring calls 
setter method in relevant class with adminDAO as a parameter,and invoke() method will be automatically 
called by IoC of Spring. 
4.5. Entity Layer 
In the general MVC framework[7][8] of the system, model layer includes three sub-layers of business 
logic model, data access logic model and business entity model, of which business logic layer mainly 
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provides business processing service; data access logic is mainly responsible for modifying 
RepositoryFactory, which generally adopts Data Access Layer(DAL) directly; entity layer is mainly the 
data operation entity for interaction between business logic layer and data access layer. In the system, 
Hibernate technology is used to realize data access to the persistence layer. Therefore, model object will 
not encapsulate the method related to business logic and persistent operation in entity layer so as to 
separate persistent data from business logic. The basic data model uses simple POJO and only setter and 
getter method of object attributes of each field in the corresponding relational table shall be provided. It 
can be seen that this also reflects the design idea of modular decoupling and improves system extensibility 
and maintainability. 
5. NFCs and AOP  
For a system platform to operate normally, the design of NFCs[9] is a key that must be taken into 
account. AOP technology facilitates the implementation of NFCs. For example, Struts interceptor 
mechanism[10] is used in this system by AOP, such as page decorator interceptor, data validation 
interceptor, etc. These non-functional crosscutting point modules[11] can be defined independently. When 
business logic are calling them, these crosscutting point modules can be injected into the system via IoC 
mode. 
Another example, in the implementation of the system, the log must be recorded and saved into 
database through LogFactory calling the information of each business logic method so as to enable 
administrator to know about what’s happening in the system; data validation makes the system can verify 
the validity and legality of data input by all users and avoid data redundancy; SiteMesh decorator can 
configure all pages into the expected page styles and patterns through configuration document with AOP, 
which is not only favorable to unify the system styles and patterns but also realize the separation of static 
page from dynamic page. 
6. Dynamic System Menu 
While the reusability of software module codes is considered, some dynamic technologies are often 
required so as to adapt to demand change better. In this system realizes dynamic menu for user. The so-
called dynamic menu refers to the technology that the system or function menu generates system function 
menu dynamically with the change of data content such as database, etc[12]. From the viewpoint of 
practical application, users of the platform can be divided into Administrator, Teacher and Student and the 
system can read the compliant menu from menu list according to the login role’s right and generate menu 
dynamically. The dynamic menu generated will be shown iteratively on the page. 
The menu on the page dynamically reads all compliant menu items from database and generates 
different representation pages with unified layout style and menu changing dynamically in combination 
with decorator, which is described in the following codes: 
<s:iterator id="menulist" value="menus" status="st"> 
<a href='<s:url action="%{menuurl}"/>'/> 
<s:property value="menuname" /> </a> 
</s:iterator>
The iterative label <s:iterator> outputs the menu set variable according to the right. The id of iterative 
label is self-defined and the value must be same as the variable name used to encapsulate menu set in 
LoginAction. The feature of Struts2 framework is very convenient as long as their names are same. 
Here expression language %{menuurl} is used. “%” can be used to obtain the attribute value and 
method of object in the ActionContext. The complete expression can be %{menu.menuurl}. 
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7.  Conclusion 
From the study on key problems of experimental teaching interaction sub-platform, we got that the 
system has fully considered the decoupling design and reusability design of modules as well as general 
system extensibility and maintainability. These key problems are also main indicators to develop 
information platform software for CETDC in universities and colleges. The construction of CETDC 
informatization will be a progressive process. Therefore, the software platform to be built can not only 
deal with the renewal and update of various resources but also adapt to the demand change brought by 
experimental teaching reform so as to advance experimental teaching reform and improve teaching quality, 
which is more important. 
Practice has proved that the well design of experimental teaching interaction sub-platform in the 
aspects of structural layer, module decoupling, maintainability and extensibility of the software can adapt 
to the change of requirement for teaching reform on software updates. It makes successful exploratory 
practice to realize the construction of information resources platform in our university and lay a solid 
foundation for future construction of the general platform. 
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